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USDJPY rejected important resistance at 109.10/20 all last week.  Outlook
neutral/negative. Further downside is likely this week.

EURJPY bearish engulfing candle at important 14 month trend line resistance at
130.55/75 acting as a sell signal last week. On Friday we bottomed exactly at best
support at 129.40/30.

CADJPY held strong 100 month moving average resistance with a very clear bearish
engulfing sell signal on Thursday. Outlook negative therefore.

Update daily at 06:30 GMT

Today’s Analysis
USDJPY shorts at 109.10/20 work as we hit the target of 108.80/70. A break lower
looks more likely today however targeting 2nd support at 108.35/25. We should hold
here initially but longs need stops below 108.15. A break lower is expected
eventually, if not today, targeting 108.00 & 107.75/65.

Important longer term resistance at 109.10/20. Shorts need stops 109.40. Above is a
buy signal targeting 109.70/80.

EURJPY bottomed exactly at best support at 129.40/30. Again longs stop below
129.15. A break lower is a sell signal (try to sell a bounce to 129.30/40) targeting
128.95 & support at 128.60/50.

Gains are likely to be limited with the longer term sell signal. If not already short I can
only suggest scaling into shorts gradually on any  recovery with resistance at
129.85/95 & 130.30/40.
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CADJPY outlook now negative after we rejected the 100 month moving average.
Again gains are likely to be limited after Thursday’s important so I can only suggest
scaling into shorts on any bounce in the the 87.25 / 87.65 area. Obviously we need
wide stops above 88.10, but the downside potential is huge.

A break below 86.80 today is another sell signal targeting 86.40/30. A break below
86.10 then targets 85.75 / 85.55.

To subscribe to this daily report please visit daytradeideas.co.uk or email
jason@daytradeideas.co.uk
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